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We find that as development proceeds mental growth, like
physical growth, does not proceed uniformly, but in waves.
Nature seems to alternate periods of consolidation with periods
of advance. Now in these early years the growth of the child
is not uniform. He advances rapidly up to the age of three,
after which he has a period of consolidation. At the age of six
or seven he again has a period of rapid development, which
> is followed by one of remarkable stability. This stability,
' both physical and mental, is the most outstanding character-
istic of later childhood., A being, say from another planet,
who did not know the human race, might well take these well-
adapted small people of ten years for the adults of the species,
if the actual adults were withheld from his view. Late child-
hood, then, may be regarded as a period of pseudo-maturity.
The boy of ten or eleven is very much at home in the world,
and knows how to deal with all the situations that confront
him.
All who have studied development have noted this period-
of arrest and consolidation, and have sought to explain it.
Stanley Hall, invoking his favourite doctrine of recapitulation,
regards later childhood as <c the present echo of a long phyletic
stage when for many generations our prehuman forebears
were pigmoid adults, leading short lives and dying out at or
before the pubic growth increment now occurs." * Whatever
the explanation may be—and that of Hall seems to be the
only feasible one—it is at least a matter of observation that by
this age the child has gone once i^^ad the spiral of develop-
ment, that he has achieved a degreW>f adaptation to environ-
ment which he will lose during adolescence and regain at the
ag£ of maturity proper.
; A second well-marked characteristic of later childhood is
the ripening of the gregarious instinct. It is true, of course,
that the child in his early years does not like to be alone, but
he uses his elders chiefly as a means to self-gratification, being
sublimely selfish in all his doings. Now, however, he begins
definitely to herd with other boys. He no longer ploughs his
lonely furrow, but finds the company of others like himself an
1 Adolescence, p. 45.

